MIX IT UP

Ghee has a high
smoke point and
doesn’t burn easily,
making it ideal for
higher-heat cooking

what’s cooking

Mint julep

t

Winging it
with mangoes

l2 cups rice l4tbsp oil l1medium-sized brinjal l20gm cauliflower l1 medium-sized potato l2 sprigs curry leaves (leaves only) l2
chopped green chillies l1/4tsp turmeric
powder l3/4tsp coriander powder l1/2tsp
cumin seeds l1/4tsp raw mango powder
l1/4tsp red chilli powder l1/2tsp mustard
seeds lsalt to taste l1tbsp coriander leaves

METHOD
lCut the brinjal and the cauliflower into small pieces.
Peel, cut the potato into small pieces. Boil the rice with
turmeric powder. When done, drain. lIn a separate
deep pan, heat the oil on medium flame, add curry
leaves, mustard seeds and chopped green chillies.
lWhen mustard starts popping, add the chopped vegetables. (The other option is to deep fry the vegetables
separately and add it to the rice). lSaute the vegetables
in the oil and cook till nearly tender. lAdd all the remaining spices and salt. Stir. lAdd the vegetable and
spice mixture to the boiled rice. Mix thoroughly. Serve
hot garnished with chopped coriander.

FOOD
HEIRLOOM
A typical Bhatia lunch includes chappati or puri, rice, vegetables, a kadi or dal, salad and curd —Shraddha Bhargava DNA

Recipe for Hot
Mango Wings

IS THEIR

l1 tbsp rice wine vinegar l2 tbsp
Sriracha hot sauce l2 tbsp hot
sauce (any brand) l2 crushed chilies
l1tsp toasted sesame seed l1tbsp
soy sauce l1/2tsp garlic powder l34tbsp mango puree l1/4 cup butter
lSalt to taste

lCombine the flour, paprika and salt in a Zi-

ploc bag and dredge the chicken wings in it
by tossing gently. Once they are evenly coated, remove the wings from the bag and refrigerate uncovered for at least an hour.
lCombine all the sauce ingredients in a thickbottomed pan and cook briefly till it’s blended. lDeep fry the wings and toss in the hot
sauce mixture, reserving a little to serve on
the side. Serve immediately.

With no state to call their own, Thathai Bhatias look at their
cuisine as a strong factor that holds the community together,
finds Anu Prabhakar

I

A wing usually comprises of a miniature
drumstick, a flat segment comprising of two
bones and a tip which may be removed. With
very little meat and a ton of flavour, it is easy
to do serious damage and the bones can pile
up rapidly. Over the years I’ve tried many different variations and recipes starting with
the traditional Buffalo wings which consist
of deep fried wings slathered with a tangy
sauce made by combining butter, vinegar and
hot sauce. A Buffalo Wing or a Hot Wing is
the quintessential American bar food. Wings
often take centre stage at tailgating parties
or post game parties. It is common practice
to open up the back of a vehicle and do an
open air party with friends and family in
parking lots and arenas involving kegs of beer,
and vats of deep fried and barbequed food.
I ate more than my fair share of chicken
wings in Vegas and have craved them since
but several attempts here in New Jersey ended in bitter disappointment, so I did the next
best thing and experimented with various
recipes, combining and modifying, until I had
inbox@dnaindia.net
a whole new recipe.

On a visit to the
Rajputana land of
Jodhpur, Joanna Lobo
walks down some of
the city’s food lanes,
returning satiated and
a few kilos heavier

Freshly fried bati

I

n the late ‘70s, Mumbai resident Lalit Gajaria and
his mother had accompanied his sister-in-law to
Arya Vaidya Sala in Kottakkal, Kerala, for a
lengthy Ayurvedic treatment. The family carried
along their own food ingredients and a cooking
stove. Once there, they cooked their own meals
and when they almost ran out of something, Lalit
would grab a sample and head to the nearest
store. He would show this to the Malayalamspeaking storekeeper, gesture he wanted more
and thus replenish their food supply.
Though carrying food and a stove to an alien
land was a necessity in the ‘70s, the practise is not
really unheard of today in the Thathai Bhatia community. Some of the community’s women do not
eat food served at hotels or weddings, preferring
to carry their own. “I have seen groups of eight or
nine women go to a corner and eat their own food
from tiffin boxes at weddings,” says Lalit.
Thathai Bhatias hail from Thatta, a small town
near Karachi in Pakistan. The community is often inaccurately described as being a Sindhi sect.
“But we are followers of Krishna and are Pushtimarg Vaishnavas,” explains Lalit. Also, while
most Sindhis are non-vegetarians, Thathai Bhatias are strict vegetarians.
Onion and garlic are banished

from the kitchen of a Thathai Bhatia family —
some even refuse to let in a loaf of bread. “Earlier, bread was made by Muslims and the kneading of the dough was done by foot,” explains
Lalit. But religion has very little to do with the
restrictions, he adds. This is more of a
cultural practice.
Eighty five-year-old Sita Bhai Haridas, a Dubairesident for 25 years, is yet to taste chocolate, biscuit or bread. She always carries her own water
and food, even while travelling. “When I grew up
in my village in Karachi, we never had chocolates,
cakes or biscuits. Why should I begin now?” she
questions. Her son, Kishore Bhatian, 67, says that
the need to follow the practice has diminished
over the years, with every generation. “The children in my house like to order out, especially pizza. The main kitchen is for the entire family but
when they bring the pizza home, they have to
eat it in the pantry,” explains Kishore.

HOME COOKED TRADITIONS
Back at the Gajarias’ two-bedroom apartment in
Kemp’s Corner, South Mumbai, Lalit’s wife Chandra Gajaria, 66, is bent over the stove making
tuk, an authentic Thatia Bhatia dish served as a
side dish or an accompaniment. She deep fries

Batatay ja Tuk

cut potatoes and yam on a medium flame till
half done, waits till they cool down, flattens them
between her palms and then puts them back into
the fire. “Once crispy, you can sprinkle them with
salt and red chilly powder,” explains Chandra.
My eyes, however, are on the dish with a deceptively simple name: Bhatia kadi. This kadi
takes a whopping four hours to get cooked. It is
an assortment of vegetables like drumsticks,
yam, ladyfinger, bananas, potatoes and other ingredients like jeera and fenugreek seeds, channa and cluster beans cooked in a thick, delicious
broth. Chandra insists that it is not as complex
as it sounds. “You don’t have to crush anything
… the vegetables are added in stages. The longer
it is kept to boil, the better its taste,” she explains.
The vegetables are cooked to perfection and
blend in seamlessly with the rich gravy.
A typical Thathai Bhatia lunch includes chappati or puri, rice or pulao (consumed before the
chappati/puri), vegetables, a kadi or dal, salad or
fruits and curd, dahi ki kadi or buttermilk. Rice
is cooked with salt and later with ghee on dum
and served with lentil toppings like crushed
moong dal, moong dal cooked with ghee or
crushed or whole urad dal. The authentic Bhatia puri is made from red rice, also called Patni
rice. “We don’t roll the dough using the rolling
pin. We do it with our hands,” explains Chandra.

to 4 large potatoes! Oil, 1/2tsp
salt, 1/2tsp red chilli powder, 1/4tsp
black pepper powder (optional)

down the barrel

Absinthe

It was in 1792 when absinthe
was supposedly first created,
by a doctor named Pierre Ordinaire, who distilled wormwood
and other herbs in an alcoholic
base for use as medicine. Absinthe quickly caught on in
France as a favoured drink of
the aristocracy, and it was in
the 1850s that the popularity
of the 'green fairy' (as it became known) skyrocketed after
being embraced by the bohemian crowd reaching for a glass
in search of inspiration. France
alone was gulping down about
two million litres of the alcohol
per year by the end of the nineteenth century. However, under
a movement to restrict alcohol
consumption - absinthe consumption suffered a backlash.
This was followed by a ban
written into the Swiss constitution, after one man's death
was blamed upon his absinthe
consumption. It was in the
1900s when a UK exporter realised that absinthe had never
been banned in the country,
and he began exporting it from
the Czech Republic.

ONE CUISINE TO BIND THEM

With only about 10,000 Bhatias remaining
worldwide, Dubai-based couple Bharat and
Deepa Chachara look at Thathai Bhatia food as
something that has stood the test of time and
united the community. In 2002, the duo
launched a website Panja Khada (our food) which
is believed to be the only website on the cuisine.
The website includes recipes, explanation of various culinary terms and other useful tidbits. “Last
month we created a Facebook group called Bhatia Buzz. We had a competition asking people to
share tips on how to use leftover food. In five
days, we got about 86 recipes from India,
Bahrain, Abu Dhabi, Dubai and so on.”
Bharat is pleased that most respondents were
below 40 years of age. He agrees that most youngsters tend to lean towards fast food, but insists
that they are aware of the cuisine and are using
it as a base for fusion. “The cuisine is evolving,”
laughs Chachara. “Don’t be surprised if you see
Bhatia pizza in Khana Khazana!”

(suran ja tuk), raw banana (kache kela ja
tuk), sweet potato (taraylo mitho gajar) or
colocasia (arwi ja tuk). !Heat the oil for frying on a medium flame. When hot, deep-fry
!Peel the potatoes and cut them lengthwise
the potatoes. When they are half done, reinto two. If the potatoes are very large cut them move and allow them to cool for five minutes.
into four. Potatoes can be replaced with yam
The potatoes can also be par-boiled. !Flat!3
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Chiblaro (Veg pulao)

Rakhi Bhandari
I lived in Las Vegas for a couple of years before heading to the East Coast. The one thing
that caught my fancy was the hole-in-thewall places that served up unexpectedly astonishing food. Thanks to the network of
chefs and cooks I worked alongside, I was introduced to a whole new world of food.
I quickly learned to appreciate dishes that
I had not cared for in the past. Chicken wings
was one of those things that I barely considered food until I tasted a Mango Habanero
Wing in a tiny restaurant in Las Vegas. The
tolerance for heat being extremely low here,
most dishes made with barely a hint of paprika tend to make grown men weep. For me
these wings were like manna. They were
the real deal; buttery, succulent and blazing
hot with a hint of sweetness from the mango. I was hooked!
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his cocktail is an American classic from the deepest South that is
thought to have kind of lost its touch — it is now mostly thought
of as a sickly sweet, watery concoction with a bad aftertaste that
will melt in your glass before you can drink it. The original julep
was surprisingly stiff: three ounces of liquor, often rum or French
cognac, with mint and sugar dumped over ice. Muddle four fresh
mint sprigs with a teaspoon of powdered sugar and two teaspoons of water. Fill the glass with shaved or crushed ice and
add bourbon. Top with more ice and garnish with a mint sprig.
Serve with a straw.

p_anu@dnaindia.com

ten each half-fried potato with the palm of
your hand. They will become round and
cracks will appear on the potatoes’ surface.
!Fry the potatoes again in the oil on a medium flame till crisp and golden brown. Sprinkle
with salt, red chilli powder and black pepper
powder. Serve hot.

Arak

At 50% alcohol, arak is the
most potent of the anise spirits. Arak is a clear, colourless,
unsweetened aniseedflavoured distilled alcoholic
drink, produced in the eastern
Mediterranean, Lebanon, Syria,
Jordan, Palestine, Israel and
Iraq. Arak is not to be confused
with the similarly named liquor,
arrack.
It is believed that arak was developed by the Christian and
Jewish minorities of the Islamic
Middle East. Jabir ibn Hayyan,
a Muslim alchemist of the early
Islamic era, invented the alembic, which facilitated the distillation of alcoholic spirits. His
discovery was employed to
produce kohl.
The Arabs carried this art to
Spain from where it spread to
the rest of Europe. Here it took
on a much different use: the
production of alcoholic drinks.
In the last few decades arak
has increasingly been produced in large manufacturing
plants.

Credit: www.panjakhada.com

OF DAL BATI AND A BOWL OF GHEE

t was a hot Tuesday afternoon in a
crowded market street of Jodhpur.
The tiny dal-bati joint I walked into
was crowded with afternoon regulars. My conversation with the waiter was limited, he asked if I wanted the
‘works’ — nimboo, onions and mirchi ka
achaar, I said yes. Two minutes later, he
plopped down a plate of freshly-fried
bati — round balls of wheat flour, dark
brown and slightly coarse; and two katoris of dal, swimming in ghee. He
crumbled the bati and emptied half a jug
of ghee in my plate before I could stop
him. The hot ghee added flavour to the
dal bati, and the slight spice in the dal
worked well with the bati.
Later at dinner, I had the full combo
— dal bati churma at a fellow journalists’
home. Mountains of bati prepared for
the marriage festivities the next day
lined his kitchen counter. His wife, while
constantly refilling my plate, mentioned
that the bati is fried in ghee and then
baked/ steamed. “Also,” she added, “It’s
quite common for people to have wagers on who can finish the maximum
bati without stopping.” Given that I was

barely able to finish three, I wasn’t winning any bets anytime soon.
These meals were the highlights of
my three-day trip. But then, Jodhpur had
a lot more to offer.

KACHORI CALLING

One of the better known foods here is
kachori, disc-shaped batter-fried flour
snacks filled with dals, besan and spices.
Nearly every sweet shop has a glass box
stuffed with dal, onion and sweet mawa
kachoris. One of those shops was the 25year-old Jodhpur Namkeen, near Panch
Batti Circle. One being asked, its owner
attributed the popularity of their kachoris to the hing they use. I think he
was joking.
Their fastest-selling items were the
kanda kachori and mirchi wada. The
wada is similar to the mirchi bhajias you
get in Mumbai, except the mirchi here
is bigger and fatter. It comes encased in
a mashed potato mixture which is then
dipped in batter and deep fried. That,
eaten with bread, (kachoris too are
sometimes eaten this way), is another
breakfast regular.

Beetroot chips and grated carrot chips being sold on the street —Joanna Lobo

The kachoris have a slight sour taste,
which is perfect balance to the sweet
or spicy chutney that is dunked in its
centre. They can be enjoyed in two ways
— either whole (with sauce) or by making a tiny hole in the centre and filling
it with sweet or pungent chutney.

IN A PICKLE

Jodhpur has many small culinary oddities that make eating there a unique

experience. The streets are full of vendors who roam around with carts carrying glass boxes filled with Agra pethas,
gooey dates, peeled and roasted gram
and groundnuts, til papdi and til laddoos.
The tea in Jodhpur tends to be on the
milkier and sweeter side, and doesn’t
quite do much in the way of waking you
up. And they have a boggling variety of
chips, from the popular potato and
sweet potato to carrot and beetroot.

Then there are the many varieties of
pickles. There is mirchi achaar, whole
green or red chillies stuffed with a spice
mixture and pickled, the kair sangria
(wild berries or beans found in desert
regions) and mango pickles. Homes in
the region are lined with different variations of the three, in different stages
of pickling. “No one,” said my driver for
the day, “buys pickle from outside. We
make our own masalas”. Buying pickle,
I presumed, was left to tourists like me.
According to a local contact in Jodhpur, Manoharlal Acharwale was the
place to go to for the very best pickles. I
went to one of their two outlets, where
the soft-spoken owner Manoharlal offered me his best-sellers: hari mirch
sukha, kair sangria (pachkuta) and a
mango mix that contained a lot of methi seeds and surprise, surprise, carrot.
A glance around the shop revealed vegetables sauces, murabbas, fruit syrups
and my favourite, a non-fruit vinegar.
On its own, Jodhpur needs a special
holiday just to sample its food. My next
visit will be dedicated to eating the mutton dish laal maas. l_joanna@dnaindia.net

